Although there has been a lot of research looking at the placebo response, nocebo responses in the healthcare setting have been largely overlooked. This article explores the potential role of negative patientedoctor communication in facilitating nocebo responses in the medical consultation. We suggest that invalidation, that is, communicating a lack of understanding and acceptance to the patient (albeit unintentionally), is a key factor in understanding the nocebo response. This article reviews evidence from the experimental and healthcare setting, which suggests that the negative effects of invalidation may be stronger than we think. Crown
Much attention has been given to the so-called placebo response, that is, people getting better in response to sham or dummy treatments that contain no active ingredient. 1 The opposite nocebo response, that is, people getting worse in response to sham interventions, has also been recognized for a long time, but has resulted in less attention from health researchers, 2, 3 who often focus on the ethical concerns around knowingly inducing such responses. [4] [5] [6] Sham or dummy interventions, by definition, contain no active ingredients. Thus, the placebo/nocebo response must result from some other component of these interventions, such as the context in which they are administered or the dialogue that takes place between patients and healthcare professionals. Two psychological theories dominate our thinking about the ways in which placebo/nocebo responses are mediated: conditioning and expectation. For example, if we always take a red painkilling pill to relieve a headache, soon taking an inert red pill can relieve our pain, because we have unconsciously learned to associate a red pill with pain relief (conditioning), or we expect the pill to work (expectation). There are plenty of data to support the relevance of each of these factors in both the placebo and nocebo responses, 6 -10 yet the examination of other mechanisms involved, particularly in nocebo research, has largely been overlooked. Although a lot of work focuses on the nocebo responses that result from information provision about possible drug side effects, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] little research has focused on the role of negative communication between doctor and patient (ie, human interactions) more generally in facilitating nocebo responses in the healthcare setting.
Häuser et al 3 suggest that "doctorepatient communication and the patient's treatment expectations can have considerable consequences, both positive and negative, on the outcome of a course of medical therapy," and yet there has been little consideration of the nocebo responses brought about by doctorepatient interactions. We propose that the nocebo response can be facilitated by the patient responding negatively to the conversations they have with healthcare providers, who are advising them about interventions designed to improve their health. Specifically, we believe that, as well as the mechanisms just described, a key factor in understanding the nocebo response is the concept of validation and invalidation.
Validation and invalidation are constructs developed by Linehan 16 and others, [17] [18] [19] initially used as strategies in therapy 16 and more recently as communication strategies within the healthcare setting. 20 Although validation is the act of communicating acceptance and understanding to another person, invalidation is the opposite, communicating nonunderstanding and nonacceptance to another. These constructs differ from empathy and compassion in that they focus on communicating understanding and acceptance rather than merely understanding another ("empathy" 21 ) or creating feelings of warmth, kindness, and support ("compassion" 22 ).
Although there has been some recent interest in the validation/ invalidation construct, [18] [19] [20] as with placebo and nocebo research, most research interest in validation has concentrated on positive outcomes (the value of validation) rather than negative effects (the damaging effects of invalidation). Yet, Baumeister et al 23 propose that the power of "bad" human interactions is stronger than "good" human interactions. We believe that the concept of "bad is more powerful than good" needs to be considered in the context of nocebo/placebo research and that we need to concentrate our attention more on how not to invalidate people, rather than empathy, compassion, and validation.
Our experimental findings from work with Anke Karl, Roelie Hempel, and Tom Lynch (unpublished material, 2013) support this idea; in a laboratory task, 90 participants carried out a series of math tasks designed to be stressful, while their physiologic responses were measured. Participants also rated their mood using a validated self-rated questionnaire (the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 24 ) and subsequently recorded how safe they felt during the experiment and whether they would be willing to take part in the study again. During the tasks, participants were assigned randomly to receive validating, invalidating, or no feedback from the experimenter. The experimenter was trained to give consistently validating or invalidating feedback as rated on an established behavior coding scale (the Validation and Invalidation Behavior Coding Scale [Fruzzetti 2010 ; unpublished material]). For example, if the participant said that he/she found the task stressful, the experimenter might say "I don't understand why you found it stressful-it's just adding and subtracting numbers." (invalidating response) or "that's understandable-lots of people have said they found this task stressful." (validating response).
There were significant differences between the invalidated participants and the other 2 groups on many of our measures, indicating a detrimental effect of invalidation in terms of psychological and psychological functioning. Invalidated participants showed significantly higher psychological arousal, significantly lower perceived safety ratings, higher ratings of negative mood, and less willingness to take part in the study again compared with the other 2 groups. Although we hypothesized that the placebo response might be due to validation, it was not the positive effects of validation but the negative effects of invalidation that were significant in this setting. 25 Results in the clinical setting also supported this idea; consultations with patients at a pain management clinic were observed and recorded, and semistructured interviews were carried out with these patients (comprising 5 women with chronic widespread pain) and 4 consultants at the clinic. During the interviews, we played back excerpts from the patient's consultation to discuss validating/invalidating behaviors in more detail. Interviews were then analyzed using thematic analysis, 25 whereby common themes were identified from the interview transcripts.
The interviews suggested that the effects of invalidation were very damaging. Both patients and consultants described many instances of feeling invalidated during chronic pain consultations. Patients reported feeling dismissed and disbelieved by healthcare providers, encountering providers who did not invest in them or show insight into their condition. Consultants described receiving conflict and criticism from patients, and encountering patients who held entrenched views or would not believe their diagnosis. Patients described feeling hopeless and angry after invalidating consultations, feeling an increased need to justify their condition or to avoid particular doctors or treatment altogether. Although the sample was small, these findings are in line with previous work. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Thus, invalidation during consultations may elicit powerful nocebo responses in patients that have so far not been adequately researched.
Although our research highlights the potential damage of invalidating interactions, Linton et al 34 propose that invalidating feedback can be delivered unintentionally. Literature on communication in healthcare puts emphasis on the need for professionals to be compassionate, to empathize with patients, and to reassure them without necessarily considering how they will respond to such actions. The validation/invalidation research highlights that professionals who believe that they are being compassionate and empathetic with the patient may be invalidating them, because the kindly, reassuring interaction may be interpreted as
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Communicating a lack of understanding (albeit unintentionally) to the patient can have negative effects in the healthcare setting. Doctor-patient interactions that are invalidating (i.e. that do not successfully communicate acceptance and understanding to the patient) have the potential to facilitate the nocebo effect. The power of negative communication is stronger than positive communication.
It is important to focus on not invalidating patients, rather than simply focusing on compassion, empathy and validation.
patronizing or indicative of a lack of belief in the severity of the condition by the patient. 34 For example, reassuring patients that there is nothing physically wrong with them, when they are in a great deal of pain, can leave them feeling misunderstood and delegitimized.
We also carried out an online study that highlighted the importance of how validating and invalidating feedback is perceived as well as delivered. A total of 425 participants took part in an online questionnaire about their emotions. Participants were randomly assigned to receive validating or invalidating feedback online about their skills in regulating their emotions. We found that feedback that was not in line with participants' own views of themselves, regardless of whether such feedback was validating or invalidating, was less likely to be believed. 25 Moreover, validating feedback that was not in line with participants' self-views was rated as less validating. Thus, it seems that we can easily invalidate, or fail to validate, if the intention of our words is misperceived by the receiver, particularly if we are communicating that we oppose the participant's view of himself or herself in some way.
It is part of being human to want to feel understood by others, and our general life experience tells us that harsh words and criticism can hurt and have lasting negative effects. We believe that in the context of disease and illness where we need to be understood by health care professionals, the negative effects of an unsatisfactory human interaction can be particularly important. As Olshansky 1 states, "a cold, uncaring, disinterested and emotionless physician will encourage a nocebo response. In contrast, a caring, empathetic, physician fosters trust, strengthens beneficent patient expectations, and elicits a strong placebo response.. The doctor, the nurse, the healthcare provider are the most valuable resources for healing patients."
Our work indicates that the effects of invalidation may be stronger than we think, and the damaging effects extend to psychological changes in the body, as well as changes in our emotions and behaviors. This could lead to worsening of illness, and thus the "nocebo response." Patients bring certain beliefs and expectations to their health care professional, which are molded by the culture they live in and their previous experiences. Their expectations will undoubtedly affect the outcome. In addition, some people may have been conditioned by previous negative experiences to respond negatively to a certain type of human interaction (Figure 1) . We fully endorse the previous research and rhetoric that emphasize the importance of expectations and conditioning on nocebo responses. However, the negative power of an invalidating human to human interaction is potentially more important. Figure 1 Model of the factors contributing to the nocebo response in the medical consultation.
